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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are designing forms for a company that has a new Dynamics 365 Sales implementation.
Three departments need specific fields on the main form so they do not have to fill out multiple
forms.
Each person should see only the fields they need.
You need to ensure that the forms open correctly, display only the fields needed, and that data
can be entered quickly. How should you design the form?
You are designing forms for a company that has a new Dynamics 365 Sales implementation.
A. Create three forms for all departments. Add all the fields. Add field-level security to fields not
needed for each group.
B. Create one form for each department. Add only fields needed on the form for each
department. Assign the appropriate security role to each form.
C. Edit an out-of-the box form. Add extra fields. Give all departments security roles for that
form.
D. Create one form for each department. Add all fields needed for all departments. Use
business rules to hide fields.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You create a multi-class image classification deep learning model that uses a set of labeled
images. You create a script file named train.py that uses the PyTorch 1.3 framework to train the
model.
You must run the script by using an estimator. The code must not require any additional Python
libraries to be installed in the environment for the estimator. The time required for model
training must be minimized.
You need to define the estimator that will be used to run the script.
Which estimator type should you use?
A. PyTorch

B. Estimator
C. SKLearn
D. TensorFlow
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
For PyTorch, TensorFlow and Chainer tasks, Azure Machine Learning provides respective
PyTorch, TensorFlow, and Chainer estimators to simplify using these frameworks.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-train-ml-models

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ihr Unternehmen verfügt über einen Computer mit dem Namen Computer1, auf dem Windows
10 Pro ausgeführt wird.
Das Unternehmen entwickelt eine proprietäre UWP-App (Universal Windows Platform) mit dem
Namen App1. App1 ist mit einem Zertifikat einer vertrauenswürdigen Zertifizierungsstelle (CA)
signiert.
Sie müssen App1 auf Computer1 seitlich laden.
Was tun? Wählen Sie zum Beantworten die entsprechenden Optionen im Antwortbereich aus.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.windowscentral.com/how-enable-windows-10-sideload-apps-outside-store
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/application-management/sideload-apps-in-windo
ws-10
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